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Rabbit husbandry has vast potential to improve the socio-economic status of the rural poor and to provide food security in 
terms of low cost animal protein. The total rabbit population of the country is about a million. Rabbit is highly prolific. Meat 

production in India is reported to be about 20 thousand tonnes/ year. Angora wool production is around 30 tonnes annually. 
Apart from providing wool and meat, Rabbits provide income from sale of kits, pelt and manure. Introduction of high yielding 
strains and varieties of rabbits, led to high susceptibility to many diseases among rabbit population. The rabbit farms are usually 
located in suburban or rural areas, where the immediate expert veterinary care is rarely available. The major loss due to mortality 
of rabbits is caused by delayed diagnosis and treatment. Further the access to knowledge on diseases, symptoms, diagnosis 
and treatment options, for the farming fraternity is limited. Raising awareness of these activities, an attempt has been made to 
develop a web based disease diagnosis database for rabbit farmers, field veterinarians, students, rabbit users, pharmacists and 
those involved in rabbit farming. Detailed description for symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, prevention etc. for each disease were 
collected and digitalized in suitable retrieval platform. With bioinformatics programming language PERL, PHP graphical user 
interface a web-based tool and dynamic web service was built for rabbit disease diagnosis. The “RabDis” is an expert web based 
model system where we can access the information through identified symptoms, lesions, disease etc for rapid diagnosis of rabbit 
diseases.
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Carbon nanotubes are increasingly being considered for biomedical applications despite concerns over the toxicity of these 
materials. The use of CNTs in last few years for its therapeutic and medicinal values with the world scenario of diseases has 

intrigued us to move forward in research in this subject. Our focus mainly laid on development of a novel CNT based material 
with augmented healing abilities. Bio-active coconut palm mesocarp solvent extract were produced and specific therapeutic 
compounds were isolated using Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) and qualitative analysis was performed by High Performance 
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) to identify the bioactive components. Multiwalled Carbon nanotubes of 20nm in diameter 
synthesized in-house by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method have been used for preparing the antiseptic composite. The 
synthesis protocols are established to obtain active composite with 2% of silk fibroin extract with enhanced stability characteristics. 
The composite solution of CNT/Coconut palm solvent extract is deposited as a thin film on a PTFE membrane by vacuum 
filtration. The tests based on Disc Diffusion Assay for antimicrobial activity has shown encouraging results.  We propose to use 
this composite material as a CNT based herbal antiseptic displaying antimicrobial properties owing to the bioactive components 
of the solvent extract while the CNTs embedded in the composite film would promote electron signal transmission between 
neurons thereby stimulating nerve reconnection suggesting potential use of this nanotextured composite material for enhanced 
wound healing in cases of severe burns.
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